Abstract -Although methods about building fish-like robots have attracted much research in recent years, new techniques are still required for developing superior robot fish. This paper presents a novel robot fish propelled by an active compliant propulsion mechanism. The key innovation is the combination of an active wire-driven mechanism with a soft compliant tail to accomplish subcarangiform swimming (i.e., swimming with an "S" motion). Additionally, an effective design methodology based on a 3R pseudo-rigid-body model is proposed to design the compliant tail. First, the mathematical model based on the design methodology was derived and computer simulations were performed. Second, a prototype was fabricated and numerous experimental studies were conducted. The experiments demonstrated that the predictions of the mathematical model matched the testing results. Compared with existing robot fishes which use multi-link structure with each joint being actuated by one motor, the new robot fish has several advantages: it is simple in structure, easy to control, and capable of high speed swimming and maneuverable swimming, the maximum swimming speed reached 2.15 body length per second and the instantaneous maximum turning speed is 269°/s. Furthermore, the design methodology presented in the paper can be also used in other applications such as flexible probe of medical devices and soft manipulators.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the search for more effective underwater propulsion methods, fish-like robot, or simply called robot fish, have attracted considerable research attention in recent 20 years. According to the literature, the most common design of the robot fish is the multi-link design or hyper-redundant manipulator design, in which each joint being actuated by a motor [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, this type of design is marred by its complex structure and control as well as low energy efficiency, because about 80% of mechanical efficiencies is consumed through frictional losses and actuator losses [5] . The other prevalent design involves using smart materials, such as shape memory alloy, through which the actuation is obtained by changing the temperature [6] [7] ; and ionic polymer metal composite actuator, through which the actuation is obtained by applying electrical stimulation [8] [9] . The smart-material-based design is simple and compact in size, but its efficiency is low when converting electrical energy into kinetic energy. Clearly, finding a simple and efficient propulsion system is highly valuable.
In nature, many creatures, such as fish, snake, and some worms, have a flexible and soft body. These creatures particularly adapt to complex environments, such as underwater, trees and complex terrain. Inspired by these creatures, a number of soft robot fish have been built. Such robots offer advantages including easy fabrication, easy control, and high stability in locomotion. For example, Alvarado et al has developed a couple of robot fishes with compliant bodies [10] [11] . C. Fiazza et al [12] developed similar robot fish and test different materials. The compliant bodies were fabricated using soft elastic materials. The actuation was conducted by vibrating the body at its natural frequency, namely, reaching the resonance frequency, then the entire body underwent an undulation motion. Therefore, a small stimulus could generate high and lasting propulsion and high swimming efficiency. They reported that the performance of their robot fishes were highly similar to that of the real fish, despite the considerable errors in the targeted kinematics. Daou et al [13] built a robot fish with a compliant body and proposed a model to take into account the inhomogeneous distribution of material along the compliant body and the effects of attaching a rigid caudal fin at the end. Feilich et al [14] fabricated passive fish caudal fins to determine the effects of shape and stiffness on the propulsion. Kopman et al [15] reported a similar approach. However, these existing complaint constructed robot fishes can flap only with specific patterns or modes because of their simple structure. For example, they are hard to perform a quick turning motion, and when the actuation frequency is different from the natural frequencies of the compliant system, the efficiency of such robot fishes would be considerable reduced. Therefore, using total compliant/passive tail to build a robot fish will diminish the controllability and maneuverability of the system due to few active controlled degree of freedoms. Additionally, to ensure that these robot fishes can swimming in undulatory motion (i.e., flapping in "S" shape), they must be actuated at a second resonance frequency [13] , which is often too high for fish swimming mechanism. It shall be mentioned that while the oscillatory swimming is powerful, it is less efficient than undulatory swimming because "S" motion can transmit the travelling wave move efficient in the water and it is more stable in swimming [16] .
Beyond the kinematics motion limits, the design and modelling art in [10, 13] were based on Bernoulli-Euler beam equation. From a mathematical perspective, a compliant tail can be modeled according to the Bernoulli-Euler beam equation if the bending amplitude is relatively small, but when the bending is high, it becomes nonlinear and the Bernoulli-Euler beam equation is not applicable. In consequence, the kinematics error is relatively large in [10] . To solve nonlinear beam issue, many mathematicians, scientists, and engineers have developed methodologies which might be crudely categorized as either analytical or based on finite element techniques [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, these methods suffer from either difficulties in solving nonlinear differential equations or long time consumption to compute numerical solution. Other than these methods, Howell [21] simple model was usually used to the preliminary design of compliant mechanism and was proved to be effective [22] . In our study, we developed a methodology to design the compliant tail of robot fish based on pseudo-rigid-body model.
As mentioned previously, total compliant/passive tail constructed method diminish the control and maneuverable performance of the robot fish; therefore we need to develop a new type of propulsion mechanism. This motivated us to design and build a new type of robot fish that can achieve undulatory swimming at relatively high speed and simultaneously own high maneuverability. In previous work, a series of robot fishes based on the wire/cable-driven mechanism [23] [24] [25] [26] were developed, for example, reference [25] developed a robot fish propelled by two-segment wire/cable-driven mechanism, which was actuated by two motors, and can achieve undulatory swimming and oscillatory swimming. However, in [25] , two-segment wire/cable-driven mechanism have 13 joints, on which the friction may cause significant energy lost. To remedy this problem, the new robot fish is based on a combination of the wire-driven mechanism and the compliant tail. This combination can achieve undulatory motion and highly maneuverable motion using just one motor, and exerted a superior swimming performance. It achieved a maximum swimming speed of 2.15 BL/s (body length per second). Totally, it greatly improved the performance of robot fish.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the design methodology. Section 3 presents the simulation and model analysis. The prototype fabrication and experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 highlights the contributions and future work.
II. DESIGN OF THE ROBOT FISH
The new robot fish consists of three parts: head, active body (i.e., wire-driven mechanism) and complaint tail as shown in Fig.  1(a) . The head, equipped with a pair of mechanical pectoral fins, hosts the control electronics, battery, servomotors, and driving reel. The design of the active compliant propulsion mechanism (ACPM), which contains the active body and complaint tail, are detailed as follows: A. Active body The design of the active body is presented in Fig. 1(b) and (c). The coordinate system X'O'Y' is set at the center of the connecting plate between the head and active body. It moves when the robot fish moves (i.e., it is a function of time). As shown in Fig. 1(b) , the active body is composed of five vertebras driven by a pair of inextensible wires, and its total length is La. In addition, the wires are driven by a servomotor through a reel. When the servomotor rotates, one wire contracts, whereas the other wire stretches, causing the active body to bend into an arc ( Fig. 1(c) ). This is a "C" motion in which the rotation angle α of the servomotor corresponds to the bending angle Φ of the active body:
This relationship is determined by the design parameters of the active body. Under ideal conditions (i.e., when the friction of each joint is the same), the rotation angles of every joint are identical (Fig. 2) . Moreover, the length, H, of each vertebra is the same, and the gap, h0, between the vertebras is the same. The two wires are parallel and the distance between them is d. When a joint rotates, the length of the wire changes according to the following formulae:
where, N is the number of joints, and the subscripts l and r refer to the left and right sides, respectively. The rotation angle of each joint is Φ/N; because this value is relatively small, the quadratic terms can be ignored. Therefore, the relationship can be written as:
The total change in the wire is controlled by the rotation of the reel. Therefore, the mapping relationship can be represented as:
The position of every joint in the active body in the coordinate system X'O'Y' is given by
where ( ) i x t and ( ) i y t denote the coordinates of the i th joint of the active body; by using this equation, the midline curve of the active body can be calculated.
B. Compliant Tail
The compliant tail, which is mounted on the last vertebra of the active body, is made of soft material. When the active body bends, it lags behind causing the robot fish to flap in an "S" shape motion (undulation). The model of the complaint tail is illustrated in Fig. 3 . As shown in Fig. 3 , the compliant tail undergoes an external load and then it can deform. When the robot fish swims, the reaction force of water functions as the external load. In other words, the deflection of the compliant tail is determined not only by the stiffness of the compliant tail, but also by the external load. For simplicity, a coordinate system XOY is set at the origin of the compliant tail. The external forces acting on the compliant tail are the hydrodynamic forces, ( , ) L x t . The moment M(t) of the compliant tail is generated by the active body. Moreover, h(x, t) denotes the lateral deflection, and c L is the length of the compliant tail. The distributed hydrodynamic force ( , ) L x t per unit length for an inviscid steady flow is considered perpendicular to the compliant body midline and is expressed as [27] :
where U is the cursing speed, h is the lateral displacement of the compliant tail, and S is the width of the tail at the length x,  is the fluid density and  is a non-dimensional parameter close to 1.
(a) (b) Figure 4 . Illustration of (a) a cantilevered segment with forces at the end, and (b) its 1R PRBM This is a beam deflection issue. For large deflections, the beam deflection becomes nonlinear and is difficult to solve. Therefore, we adopted the pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) [21] . The PRBM uses a series of rigid body links and torsional springs to approximate a continuum beam. As shown in Fig.  4(a) , the compliant tail is a continuum beam, having the pivot point O, and its deflection under force F is characterized by the angle θ0. By contrast, Fig. 4(b) illustrates the 1R PRBM, which is characterized by three parameters: the radius factor, the stiffness coefficient, and the parametric angle coefficient. This 1R PRBM only approximates the tip position of the beam. For the compliant tail, the entire bending curve is crucial; hence, we must use multi PRBM. By following [28] , we adopted the 3R PRBM, whose characteristic radius factors and stiffness coefficients are independent of the external loads. The 3R PRBM can accurately approximate very large deflections over a wide range of loading conditions. Fig. 5 illustrates the design of the compliant tail and 3R PRBM. Unlike the existing 3R PRBM approximation issues, in which the loading is a point force or moment at the end [29] [30] [31] , our robot fish swims in water, and hence, the external load of the compliant tail is a distributed hydrodynamic force (Fig. 3) . This situation has been seldom studied before. k , 2 k ,and 3 k and 1  , 2  , and 3  denote the spring stiffness coefficients and deflection angles, respectively. The forward kinematics of this 3R PRBM can be represented as follows:
where 0 ox c P L   , 0 oy P  and n = 1, 2, 3. By using this equation, the tip point of each link can be calculated.
Given the distributed hydrodynamic forces ( , )
L x t , the torques acting on each joint can be formulated as
 , where 0 M is the amplitude. From (10), the spring stiffness coefficients 1 k , 2 k , and 3 k can be calculated under the given deflection angles 1  , 2  , and 3  , respectively. However, the deflection angles can only be found from the study of fish swimming.
According to Lighthill's model [32] , the body curve of a fish swim can be modeled as follows:
where 1 c is the linear wave amplitude envelope, 2 c is the quadratic wave amplitude envelope, k is the body wave number ( 2 / k    ,  is the body wave length), and  is the body wave frequency. The parameters in this model can be determined using the fish kinematics from the literature and considering a particular fish category, the exact body curve during swimming can be described. Once the body curve is confirmed in one moment, it can be matched using the 3R PRBM. For a given set of characteristic radius factors 0  , 1  , 2  , and 3  , the deflection angles 1  , 2  , and 3  can be determined by fitting the body curve of the fish swimming. Therefore, the spring stiffness coefficients 1 k , 2 k , and 3 k can be computed. In our design of the compliant tail, the material is the same (elasticity modulus); thus, the bending stiffness is determined by the cross section along the longitude direction. Therefore the spring stiffness coefficients 1 k , 2 k , and 3 k can be used to preliminarily design the profile of the compliant tail. The relationship from the bending stiffness to the spring stiffness [21] can be given by
In summary, the compliant tail design can be accomplished through (9) to (12) . Following is the procedure:  Step 1: Obtain a set of the characteristic radius factors 0  , 1  , 2  , and 3  and use the 3R PRBM to match the body curve (11) , and solve the inverse kinematics of (9) to obtain the deflection angles 1  , 2  , and 3  .

Step 2: Substitute the deflection angles 1  , 2  , and 3  and the distributed hydrodynamic forces L(x,t) into (10) for computing the spring stiffness coefficients 1 k , 2 k , and 3 k .
Step 3: Based on the relationship between the bending stiffness EI and the spring stiffness in (12), the area moment of inertia I can be calculated to obtain the approximate geometry of the compliant tail.
III. SIMULATION AND MODEL ANALYSIS
In this section, we performed computer simulations to study the behavior of the ACPM. First, we assumed that the flapping of the active body follows a sinusoid pattern which was observed by biologists [33] , that is, ( ) sin( ) t A t    , where A is the amplitude and  is the angular velocity. In this simulation, the amplitude of the active part is 30 degrees and its position changing principal is the function ( ) t  . From Fig.  7 , we can observe that the principal of the motor's motion is similar to that of the active part, except that its amplitude is nearly half of that of the active part.
To compute the bending curves of the compliant tail, we must obtain a relationship between the two coordinates systems: XOY and X'O'Y'. As shown in Fig. 3 , the compliant tail starts at the end of the active part, and the coordinate system XOY is fixed on this end point. The position of this point can be formulated as follows:
where N is the number of vertebras and N=5. The homogeneous transformation matrix from the coordinate system XOY to the coordinate system X'O'Y' is given by ' cos Φ sin Φ sin Φ cos Φ 0 0 1
By using this transformation matrix, the arbitrary point 0 P of the compliant tail in the coordinate system XOY can be expressed in the coordinate system X'O'Y' by
Under a sin signal generator, we can simulate the body shape of the robot fish.
Under this driven signal of the motor, we can formulate the velocity distribution of the midline of the compliant tail. Obviously, the velocity of the midline is a linear distribution, and the velocity of the starting point O can be obtained from the time derivative of (13) and projection on the Y axis. 
and then the velocity distribution of the midline at this moment ( Fig. 8 ) is illustrated as a rod pivoted at point R and can be derived from the ratio between the distance from P to R and O to R, which is given by   sin 0, ,
From (6), (16) and (17), we computed the distribution of the hydrodynamic forces and further predicted the deflection of the compliant tail in coordinate system XOY, and obtained the midline position of the compliant tail by using (15) . In the simulations, we assumed the slope h x   to be the same along the longitude and equal to tan(Φ) for easily obtaining the hydrodynamic forces. Fig. 9(a) presents the kinematics results of the ACPM under 1 Hz actuation frequency and 30 degrees amplitude of the active body, and shows the deflection of the compliant tail simplified using the 3R PRBM under distributed hydrodynamic forces. In this simulation, the series values of the characteristic radius factors, respectively, are 0 0.1   , 1 0.35   , 2 0.4   , and 3 0. 15   based on the optimal values in [29] .The black solid lines denote the body curve of the active part from 0 to T divided with 8 T , and the blue dashed lines denote the body curve of the compliant tail. The blue points in the active part curve are the joints between every two vertebras, and the last four blue points on every blue dashed line denote P0, P1, P2, and P3, respectively corresponding to that in Fig. 5 .
The result clearly indicates the deflection of every joint of the rigid links. To compare these results with the midline curves of the real compliant tail, B-spline curves (red solid lines) were used to fit the body curve of the compliant tail, replacing the four rigid links in the 3R PRBM (Fig. 9(b) ). In the next section, these simulation results based on the 3R PRBM system model are verified using the experimental results. 
IV. PROTOTYPE AND EXPERIMENTS
A. Prototype and Fabrication Fig. 10 (a) depicts the prototype of the robot fish having a length of 310 mm, in which the active body is 77 mm and the compliant tail is 110 mm. These dimensions are based on the study of the subcarangiform swimming fish described in [16] . The rigid body is approximately 40% ((310 -77 -110)/310 = 0.39) of the total length and the length involved in flapping (including the active and the compliant tails) is approximately 60%. A steel wire of Φ0.5 mm is used to drive the active body. A set of pectoral fins is used to achieve the ascending and descending motions (though, its function are not detailed in this study).
The head hosts all electronic and mechanical parts, including an Arduino Nano control board, KST (KST Digital Technology Ltd.) DS1509MG motor and driver, and APC220 radio communication module for remote control. The total weight of the robot fish is nearly 0.5 kg, and lead beads are used for adjusting the center of gravity.
The fabrication of the prototype is straightforward. The structural parts were constructed by 3D printing, including the shell of the head, vertebras of the active body, and the reel. The design parameters of the active body are presented in Table 1 . The compliant tail is composed of silicon rubber and is fabricated by casting. Its material properties are presented in Table 1 .
TABLE 1 DIMENSIONS AND PROPERTIES OF THE MECHANISM
The dimensions of the active body H 8.4 mm
The material properties of the compliant tail E 80 KPa  1080 kg/m 
B. Kinematics Testing
To test the kinematics of the ACPM and verify the proposed design methodology of the compliant tail, we captured a series video frames of the robot fish in air and in water. In all tests, the rigid head was stationary. When testing the robot fish in water, silica gel skin of 0.03 mm thickness was used for waterproof, and because of its excellent elasticity, its influence on the accuracy of kinematics can be ignored. Fig. 11 depicts the experimental results of tail flapping of the robot fish in air and in water, which are evaluated by analyzing the video frames. The experiments done in air were just for comparison. In each flapping cycle, T, eight frames were captured with identical interval.
The left-side column in Fig. 11 shows the experimental results in air, in which the flapping amplitude of the active body is 30 degrees and the flapping frequency is 1 Hz. In each frame, the dashed red line denotes the model-based predicted flapping curves, and the solid blue line denotes the experimental result. From these curves, we can observe that the compliant tail bends little during flapping motion, and the actual flapping curves are quite different from those of prediction. This is because air provides little resistance to the complaint tail, and under this condition, the ACPM cannot perform a perfect 'S' shape motion.
The right-side column in Fig. 11 shows the experimental results in water with the same flapping amplitude and flapping frequency. The dashed red line is the same as that of the left column, and the blue lines are the experimental results. From these curves, we can observe that the two curves are similar. The compliant tail bends a lot under the hydrodynamic forces, and together with the active body, it can perform a perfect 'S' shape motion. To measure and analyze the errors between experimental flapping curves and model predicted flapping curves, each frame was divided into 64 small rectangles for easy of measurement and the dimension of each rectangle was 25 × 15 mm. Moreover, a MATLAB ○ R program was developed for computing the flapping curves (i.e., the midline curves of the flapping tail). Four markers, which intersected with four longitudes in video frame, were related to the compliant tail. Through measuring the distances between the markers and the intersections of the four longitudes and predicted curves, we obtained the errors. Fig. 12 depicts the errors of the compliant tail curves between the experimental results and the model-based prediction, in which each curve represents 1/8 of a flapping cycle, and the points on each curve are errors of the four markers on the compliant tail. The maximum error is 18 mm, which appears at the last marker of the compliant tail; considering the length of the ACPM is 187 mm, the error is about 18/187  9.6%. The discrepancy may be attributed to a number of factors. The main factor is the shape of the caudal fin, in the design and modelling, we treat caudal fin as part of the compliant tail and neglect the shape of it. These results demonstrate that the midline curves of the tail match with the predicted curves much better in water than that in air and the kinematics can be predicted using the proposed methodology. The hydrodynamic forces greatly influence the deflection of the compliant tail, and the ACPM can perform the "S" shape motion in water.
C. Swimming Performance
Our robot fish can perform multi-modal motion, including swimming forward, turning motion (escape motion), ascending and descending motions. In this study, we mainly addressed on swimming speed of the forward motion and turning performance. The first experiment was to test swimming speed of the robot fish, a 2m×1m×1.2m tank was set up with an industrial camera above (Fig. 13) . The camera was install at the 1.5m length position of the tank and the robot fish started swimming from the left side of the tank. After 1.5m swimming distance, the robot fish was captured by the camera with 240 frames per second speed. Swimming speeds were obtained by analyzing the position changes in the video frames. During experiments, unless otherwise stated, the data points and error bars shown in subsequent figures were the averages and standard deviations of two runs. The swimming speed evidently increased with the increases of flapping frequency and amplitude. Regarding to the relationship between swimming speed and flapping frequency, the data depicts that the swimming speed increased linearly to flapping frequency till the motor peaked its respond speed limit. In concrete terms, below 2.5 Hz, it maintains linear relationship; over 2.5 Hz flapping frequency and 60 degrees flapping amplitude, the growth of swimming speed became slow and even the speed started to decrease at 60 degrees amplitude.
To compare the performance with other robot fish, length-specific speed expressed as body length per second (BL/s) is applied. Remarkably, the maximum speed of our robot fish could reach 2. , and Hu's iSplash robot fish achieved a maximum speed of 11.6 BL/s with a frequency of 20Hz [39] (but this robot fish was designed only for straight line swimming and could not achieve any other maneuverable motions).
From the comparison, it can be concluded that compared with the existing robot fish which are capable of multi-modal swimming motions (the iSplash does not belong to this category), the swimming speed of our robot fish reached the top list.
The second experiment is to test turning performance of the robot fish. A series of video frames (Fig. 15 ) displays a typical turning motion: in every turning motion circle, the robot fish first rapidly flaps its tail to the limit position defined as beat phase (this position is determined by the mechanical structure and program setting), and then restore to the initial position slowly defined as restore phase. β is the turning angle of each turning circle. During the beat phase, the active body bends in a 'C' shape, while the compliant tail is driven to bending in opposite orientation, forming an 'S' shape. When the active body reach the limit position, the compliant tail subsequently restore to the initial state (no bending) [40] ; at this moment, the robot fish reaches the maximum bending angle (Fig. 15A-D) . In the restore phase, the active body restore to the initial state, followed by the compliant tail (Fig. 15D-F) . In our experiments, we tested different beating angles of the beat phase and different time ratio between beat phase and restore phase to explore superior turning performance (not detailed in this paper). In our findings, the robot fish reached a maximum turning angle of 45 degrees at approximately 167 ms obtained at the end of beat phase, achieving a maximum turning speed of 269 degrees per second; and in each turning circle, it could turn 38 degrees in approximately 708 ms (depicted in Fig.  15A and F) , achieving an average turning speed of 54 degrees per second.
These results displaye a good maneuverability of our robot fish (a free swimming video can be view through the link 1 ). It can swim forward at a relatively high speed and simultaneously achieve quick and effective turning motion. To assess the performance of the robot fish, we examined the Strouhal number, Reynolds number and Froude efficiency under the maximum swimming speed (i.e., the flapping frequency is 3 Hz and flapping amplitude is 60 degree). The Strouhal number is about 0.39, the Reynolds number is nearly 2.1 × 10 5 , and the Foude efficiency based on the elongated body theory is about 0.86.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a novel robot fish that can achieve subcarangiform swimming (undulatory motion) by using just one motor. Based on the earlier discussions, the following conclusions can be derived:
 The design methodology of our robot fish, refer in particular to the compliant tail, is experimentally proved to be effective. Moreover, the active body can be modeled using simple kinematics. The complaint tail can be modeled approximated by the 3R PRBM.
 The new robot fish swam extremely well. It achieved a maximum speed of 2.15 BL/s and a maximum average turning speed of 63°/s.
 In addition, the proposed methodology also can be used to preliminarily design the soft compliant parts in other biomimetic robots, soft manipulators, and other applications.
